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1 Introduction

Proteins interact with each other (e.g. in form of protein complexes) to ac-
complish a biological function [1]. Therefore, exploring the set of all potential
protein-protein interactions, known as the interactome, is essential to under-
stand various biological processes within organisms. This knowledge is funda-
mental for further studies such as revealing mechanisms behind diseases [2].

One way to detect protein-protein interactions are high-throughput experi-
ments. They detect all pairwise interactions within a set of proteins (e.g. yeast
two-hybrid method [3]) or identify the participants of protein complexes (e.g.
co-affinity purification method [4]).

A different approach to obtain protein-protein interaction data is the manual
curation of scientific literature describing interactions between proteins detected
in small-scale experiments. It is assumed that currently most information about
protein-protein interactions can only be found in such literature [5]. However,
manual curation will not be able to cope with the rapidly increasing number of
publications [6] since it is highly time-consuming. Moreover, manual informa-
tion extraction is an error-prone task resulting in a lower data quality than com-
monly assumed [7]. Consequently, there is an increasing need for high-quality
computational support.

In this work, we exemplarily evaluate whether state-of-the-art Natural Lan-
guage Procession tools are capable of meeting the requirements. On that ac-
count we analyze the quality of protein-protein interactions computationally
extracted from scientific literature by comparing them against protein-protein
interactions from manually curated biological pathways. From the results we
derive which characteristics of the relation extraction (i.e. confidence-score of
the classifier, numbers of sentences supporting the relation, full-text or abstract
corpus) and which characteristics of the pathways (i.e. size, species, type) in-
duce a high and low coverage, respectively.

Beyond that, we will determine if practical applications benefit from com-
putationally extracted interaction data by comparing the outcomes of a simple
protein function prediction method using, on the one hand, interaction data
extracted from literature, and on the other hand, data collected from curated
protein-protein interaction databases.

2 Related work

In [8] Brosy proposed an approach for evaluating relation extraction by recon-
structing curated pathways using protein-protein interactions extracted from the
literature. For that account, she initially extracted interactions from a corpus
containing about 13 million freely accessible scientific abstracts from PubMed1.
Subsequently, she compared her data to pathway data from KEGG [9]. Brosy
was able to completely reconstruct 2% from the analyzed pathways. However,
the overall results show a poor reconstruction quality. From the results she

1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
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concluded that a potential reason is the limitation on abstracts since, generally,
they do not contain full research outcomes.

In [10] Rodŕıguez-Penagos et al. perform a reconstruction of the regula-
tory network of E. coli proteobacteria using a rule-based relation extraction of
relevant interactions (i.e. transcriptional regulations in E. coli) from abstracts
and full-text papers. Their work attempts to estimate the benefit of natural
language processing for supporting the manual annotation process. Similar to
the approach of Brosy binary relations between pairs of genes/proteins were
extracted. RegulonDB [11] which contains manually curated data sets was used
as gold standard. The comparison against RegulonDB resulted in an overall
f-measure of 57% with a precision and recall of 77% and 45%, respectively.

In [12] Ni et al. study the influence of the quality of protein interaction data
on protein function prediction. Therefore, they modify two simple prediction
methods, namely the neighbour counting [13] and chi-square method [14]. At
first they assign each interaction a quality level depending on the number of
methods that detected it (i.e. high: at least two different methods, normal : one
method, with minimal three occurrences, low : remaining PPIs). To incorporate
the quality levels into the function prediction they modify the scoring functions
of each method by weighting the interactions accordingly. To determine the
optimal weights for each level they performed a grid search based on a leave-
one-out cross-validation. Their results show that weighting positively effects the
performance of the function prediction methods. Compared to the unweighted
methods the ROC score of the weighted neighbor counting method and weighted
chi square method increases from 0.763 to 0.7701 and from 0.7202 to 0.7669,
respectively.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Extraction pipeline

The extraction of protein-protein interactions from the corpora is done in two
steps: At first a Named Entity Recognition on gene names is executed. This step
utilizes the tool GNAT [15], since it performes well (F-measure: 81,4) on multi-
species corpora. Additionally, GNAT performs a Named Entity Normalization
by assigning a Entrez Gene [16] identifier to each extracted entity.

Prior to the relation extraction the text will be enriched with linguistic
information essential for the relation extraction step. The preprocessing consists
of tokenization, sentence detection, part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization.

The second step, the relation extraction, is performed using jSRE [17], a
freely available tool for relation extraction based on support vector machines.
The extracted interaction data and additional meta-data is stored in a local
database. The training corpora for jSRE consists of five corpora [18], namely:
AIMed, BioInfer, HPRD50, IEPA and LLL. See Table 1 for the most important
characteristics for each corpus.
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Corpus Sentences Positive pairs Negative pairs
AImed 1955 1000 4834
BioInfer 1100 2534 7132
HPRD50 145 163 270
IEPA 486 335 482
LLL 77 164 166
Total: 3763 4196 12884

Table 1: Overview of the most important statistics of the training corpora listing
the number of sentences and the number of positive/negative interaction pairs
per corpus.

3.2 PPI extraction corpus

The corpora used for the extraction of protein-protein interactions are:

• a corpus of full-text publications from PubMed Central2 provided through
open access

• a corpus consisting of freely accessible abstracts obtained from PubMed

3.3 ID-mapping

The Named Entity Normalization performed by GNAT yields an Entrez Gene
identifier for each gene. In contrast, our local database integrates the data from
pathway databases based on UniProt [19] identifier for each protein. Hence,
in order to recover the extracted interactions we have to perform a mapping
from UniProt to Entrez Gene identifier. This step has to be executed with care
since neither every UniProt identifier can be mapped to Entrez Gene nor this
mapping is unique.

3.4 Function prediction

To predict the function of a protein we apply the chi-square method originally
proposed by Hishigaki et al. [14]. The method is based on the observation that
interacting proteins are likely to have the same function. To infer the function
of a novel protein one considers the set of known functions of its neighbors in
the interaction network. A protein inherits the function i with the highest score
denoted by

χ2
i =

(ni − ei)2

ei

where ni and ei are the frequency of function i among the neighbors and the
network-wide expected frequency, respectively.

2http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
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4 Evaluation

The evaluation of the reconstruction is based on curated pathways from the
databases KEGG and Reactome [20] (See Table 3). In order to determine
precision and recall we first define the sets of true/false positives and false
negatives among the predicted interactions.

Let P = {p1, . . . , pn} denote the set of proteins represented by UniProt
identifiers. Thus, we represent protein-protein interactions as pairs (p1, p2) ∈
P×P. A pathway Pi is interpreted as a set of protein-protein interactions, such
that Pi ⊂ P × P . Moreover, let p : P(P × P) → P determine the proteins
involved in a pathway (e.g. p({(p1, p2), (p2, p3)}) = {p1, p2, p3}). Additionally,
Pi|Pj

denotes the restriction of Pi on Pj removing all interactions from pathway
Pi whose involved proteins are not enclosed in pathway Pj :

Pi|Pj
:= {(pk, pl) | (pk, pl) ∈ Pi ∧ pk, pl ∈ p(Pj)} (1)

The protein-protein interactions extracted from full-texts are represented by
the relation E ⊂ P × P , which can be interpreted as a single artificial path-
way. Hence, the number of true-positives (TPi), false-positives (FPi) and false-
negatives (FNi) among the PPIs of the reconstruction of Pi are defined in the
following manner:

TPi := |E|Pi
∩ Pi| (2)

FPi := |E|Pi
\Pi| (3)

FNi := |Pi\E|Pi
| (4)

The corresponding accumulated values for a global evaluation (micro average)
of the reconstruction are defined as follows,

TP :=

m∑
i=1

TPi FP :=

m∑
i=1

FPi FN :=

m∑
i=1

FNi (5)

where m is the number of available pathways. The performance of the path-
way reconstruction may be optimized by filtering interactions by adjusting the
parameters described in Table 2.

Using this evaluation framework we strive for answering the following ques-
tions:

• Does the reconstruction based on full texts perform better than using
abstracts only?

• For which species does a species-specific reconstruction perform better?

• Does the performance depend on the size of the pathway?

• Which parameter induce the best performance?

• Which are the pathways covered best/worst?

It is noteworthy to mention that false positives among the predicted data may
correspond to potential true positive protein-protein interactions. Hence, false
positives are still useful to support manual curation.
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Parameter Description
fs Filter out interactions mentioned in less than fs

sentences.
fc Filter out interactions whose confidence value is

lower than fc.
fm Filter out interactions if a protein was multi-

plied more frequent than fm times during id-
mapping.

Table 2: Overview of the filter parameters to adjust the performance of the
pathway reconstruction

Type Database PPIs

PPIs BioGRID 70995
Database of Interacting Proteins 28310
Human Protein Reference Database 39097
IntAct 53594
Mammalian Protein-Protein Interaction Database 700
Molecular Interactions Database 38504
Total 231200

Pathways KEGG 2550
Reactome 156174
Total 158724

Table 3: Number of imported binary interactions per database
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4.1 Function prediction

Since we are interested in the impact of the extracted interactions on the qual-
ity of function prediction we compare the respective outcomes based on three
different interaction networks:

• The first network includes the protein-protein interactions extracted from
literature by GNAT/jSRE.

• The second one consists of manually curated interaction data imported
from following interaction databases:

– Database of Interacting Proteins [21]

– Human Protein Reference Database [22]

– IntAct [23]

– MIPS Mammalian Protein-Protein Interaction Database [24]

– Molecular Interactions Database [25]

Table 3 lists the number of protein-protein interactions imported from
each database.

• To specify the contribution of the extracted protein-protein interactions
to the manual curated interaction data the third interaction network com-
bines both sources.

The performance of the function prediction based on these interaction net-
works is evaluated in the following way: As gold standard, each protein is anno-
tated with its Gene Ontology [26] terms obtained from the UniProt knowledge
base. Then, we determine the set P of proteins occurring in the intersection of
the extracted and the imported protein-protein interactions. The functions of
each protein in P are predicted using the (weighted) chi-square method. The
resulting set of annotations per protein is then compared to its gold standard
annotation to compute precision, recall and f-measure, accordingly.

The concept of weighting interactions as proposed by Ni et al. is also ap-
plicable in our context since the reliability of an extracted interaction depends
on the confindence score of jSRE and the number of supporting sentences. To
estimate the effect of weighting on the performance we repeat each run with
weighting enabled.
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